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Name:
Date of Birth:
Star Sign:
Chinese animal:
Shaman Animal:
Lucky Number:
Protection pendant:
Gem stone:
Flowers for her:
Ruling Planet:
Lucky Country:
Healing Colours:

Madonna
16th August 1958
Leo
Dog
Cat
9
Horse or Tiger
Ruby
Sunflower
The Sun
Romania
Yellow

reveal all of her cards at once, but there will
be speculations of more children added to
her family.

Madonna’s Karma
Her karma in this life time is to reveal and
express her deepest emotions to others and
even though the public have an opinion on
knowing her, many people often
misunderstand what she really stands for.
She often comes across as chilly or even
cold but this works well for her as she is
able to be objective or even detached in
emotional situations. This is a part of her
protective shell. When Madonna voices her
opinion and kicks to the edge, anger and
even aggression can be seen in her actions.
There is a much tender person under this
hard exterior. She often guards this special
place with secrecy, there is also a sense of
blame and shame. She hates it when
people think she is emotionally targeted
and weak. So for this very reason she often
uses diversity and plays another game of
the empowering goddess. One of her
lessons in this life time is also to allow
friends to see that she does need help and
support. Intimacy is not her greatest policy
so those who try to get too close to her will
be put to the test of their loyalty and
intentions. Underneath all of this Madonna
is extremely passionate and fears losing
control.

What can we expect for Madonna
in the next coming months?
Madonna is sensitive, compassionate and a
loyal friend with a yearning to do what is
right, particularly when it comes to
supporting good causes. She can be direct
and finds it easy to speak frankly, ever
reliable and responsible she can be trusted
with secrets. She is both intelligent and
strongly emotional but can easily slip into a
state of panic. Her personal life is very
favourable this year, she is going to
encourage this side and feed a lot of
energy into what makes her happy. It’s a

year of growth, spiritual fulfilment,
overcoming limitations that longer serve
her. She is going to be in the right place at
the right time when love showers her, an
opportunity to make a commitment and a
great time to full in love with new projects.
The progress that she makes will have a
positive effect on others around her. She
will campaign for more charities to be set
up, and will want to do more than just feed
the world. She will take on a new approach
to education and alternative therapies with
schools that she is involved with setting up.
Her self belief and positive action will
create more abundance for those that are
in need of her charity. She will feel a more
clear karmic destiny as the world around
her reflects the joy of who she is becoming.

“

Now we can expect
an upturn and brighter
karmic spiritual
opportunities.
She is not going to
reveal all of her cards
at once, but there will
be speculations of
more children added
to her family.

”

world. As far as a long term future goes the
gentleman she will end her days with is
someone who has a strong interest in
political and human resources. She is
already connected with this gentleman but
at this present time there is no romance.
As there is more business to be done
between them there is mutual respect and
appreciation of each other’s company.
Some would say this is a very unlikely
match but I will tell you that this is going to
be the match of a lifetime.

Mind, Body & Soul
The Hangman card
This card only shows itself when we are in
limbo and have to make some form of a
sacrifice. Madonna will have a worldwide
message for us all as she makes a peace
offering to the world. She will ask those in
power to join her in one of her campaigns.
The message behind this reflection is not to
be highly emotional but practical in
approach to getting things done. As her
soul connects to what she needs to do, her
body will represent the temple of healing
for many. There will be religious icons that
will offer her spiritual advice and take
action into the world that she is creating in
order to bring joy and harmony and a
balance of richness that can help suffering
on several levels. Cosmetic surgery to her
eyes and lower jaw will be considerably
noticable. Her hair style is going to have a
brutal change. As she strips away the
ageing process she will start to begin to
feel more comfortable with herself.

What can we expect for romance?
What I foretell and see is the possibility of
relationships with two men who are in the
music industry and also in the business

Madonna with current beau Jesus Luz

Celebrity Psychic Samantha Hamilton
Is offering an untimed reading to
explore your past, present & future
and what to expect for the year
ahead. Value of £65 - special offer
of £35 when quoting High Spirit
Magazine. Call free on 0800-043
8149 for details.
For more details on Sam’s workshops,
psychic readings and life coaching,
visit www.mettacentre.co.uk
www.highspiritmagazine.co.uk 13

